
As a current PMG customer, 1st Franklin Financial Corporation (1st Franklin)  
had already used PMG’s Enterprise Service Platform to automate HR processes 
and a variety of onboarding tasks. Seeking continued efficiency, the company  
also decided to expand its PMG solution to enhance its proof of claim procedures. 
As a result, the team now dedicates 99.6 percent less time to processing and  
assigning claims filings.

Challenge: Streamline proCeSSing of proof of Claim filingS 

through a Centralized and Standardized methodology

Since 1941, 1st Franklin has focused on providing financial support to customers 
in need. The company offers a variety of loans that cover everything from medical 
bills to wedding expenses, all while emphasizing respect and care for the customer.

With more than 280 loan offices throughout six states, 1st Franklin thrives  
on organizational efficiency to protect its investments and its bottom line.  
Unfortunately, the company’s Administrative Services Department was suffering 
from prolonged manual branch notifications and inconsistent procedures from 
branch to branch. Knowing a speedier solution existed, 1st Franklin assessed its 
current processes and decided a change was needed, beginning with Chapter 13 
proof of claim filings.

“PMG successfully assisted us with automation of our process in an effort to 
centralize filing proof of claims to improve employee productivity,” stated Mike 
Culpepper, 1st Franklin EVP/COO. 

1st Franklin’s proof of claim process begins by importing a third party report of 
daily bankruptcy filings. Previously, the bankruptcy team devoted an average of 
four hours to manually processing the reports and assigning cases to satellite  
offices. Each office then began its own variation of the proof of claim process. 
The result was an inefficient system accompanied by a whirlwind of status calls and  
emails due to lack of operational visibility, limiting the speed the process requires.

“automation, operational  
visibility, action-triggered  
notifications…we’ve got it.”

 — angela Barrett 
  adminiStrative  
  ServiCeS manager,  
  1St franklin
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Solution: automation StreamlineS entire proof of Claim filing 

With its sights set on a faster claims process, 1st Franklin approached the PMG 
support team to discuss the expansion of its current capabilities. 

“The PMG support team has helped us tremendously. We offered them our issues,  
and they helped us configure a solution specific to our needs. Automation,  
operational visibility, action-triggered notifications…we’ve got it,” said Angela 
Barrett, 1st Franklin Administrative Services Manager.

To begin, the PMG team helped 1st Franklin upload and process daily bankruptcy 
reports from its third party information source. PMG’s data import capabilities 
allowed the 1st Franklin team to easily add external data providers to PMG where 
the data would then be interpreted for standard use in all reports and forms. 

Still needing to standardize the claims process, the team found its solution in PMG’s  
no-code workflow engine. The intuitive workflow management has allowed the 
1st Franklin team to configure process automation at will, continuously improving 
the efficiency of its processes while maintaining a standardized system. 

In addition to standardizing the process, 1st Franklin achieved centralization 
through PMG’s central interface which provides a single access point for all filings. 
A visual work queue allows 1st Franklin to check on the status of all claim filings 
with a few simple clicks. Time and activity-triggered notifications further ensure 
claims never disappear from the radar.

reSultS: team proCeSSeS reportS and aSSignS ClaimS 255 timeS faSter

By expanding its PMG solution to the bankruptcy claim process, 1st Franklin has 
seen a massive upswing in efficiency. Compatibility with external data providers 
reduces daily reporting and follow up time from the previous average of 4 hours 
to less than one minute. 

In addition, PMG houses the claims process in one convenient location, allowing 
the primary office to handle all claims centrally. By dedicating 99.6 percent less 
time to reporting, satellite offices have new bandwidth to process additional loans 
and further contribute to the bottom line.

“We’re ecstatic about the increases in efficiency, but my favorite benefit has  
been simple stress reduction. If there’s ever a snag on a claim, we are able to  
track branch and department tasks and call the responsible party. PMG ended  
the guessing game and all unnecessary email and phone calls along with it,”  
said Anita Looney, VP of Branch Administration. 

Looking to the future, the financial services provider plans to continue leveraging 
PMG’s Enterprise Service Platform, with plans to expand current HR automation 
and begin new initiatives to help maintain compliance.
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